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Brief Description of the Lesson/Unit: This lesson will involve one large 
group activity and 3 carry-over centers. 
     The large group activity is the Place Value Game.  The entire class is split 
up into smaller groups of 3 or four students.  Each student gets a place value 
mat or scorecard, which is either divided into ones, tens, and hundreds 
columns or ones, tens, hundreds, and thousands columns.  They will each also 
get cards with the digits 0-9 on each card.  The students will begin with 
their cards piled face down in front of them.  Turns are taken to flip their 
top card and deciding which place to put that card, with the goal being to 
make the biggest number possible given the cards they draw off of the top 
of their deck.  Once a card has been placed, it cannot be moved to a 
different spot.  Play continues until each player has filled all of his or her 
place value columns.  Each student should read their number and the winner 
declared. 
     The centers to learn and explore are: 
1) Independent worksheet and 3-4 dice (foam or sponge and with digits 0-9 
preferably).  Playing cards ( excluding face cards and aces being “1") can be 



used.  The student flips over 3-4 cards or rolls the dice to get various 
numbers.   
Several items can be assigned on the worksheet: 
     a.  How many different 3-4 digit numerals can be made? 
     b.  What is the largest numeral made? 
     c.  What is the smallest numeral made? 
     d.  What is the biggest or smallest even numeral made? 
     e.  What is the biggest or smallest odd numeral made? 
 
2) Place Value War game (partner center) Two players have an even number 
of playing cards (excluding face cards. aces have a value of “1", and two 
decks may be used).  Each player’s cards are face down and the top 3 or 4 
cards are laid down to make a 3 or 4 digit numeral.  Rules can be established 
prior to the start of the game whether cards should be lain down randomly 
beginning in the highest place, or if the player should get to make their 
biggest numeral before laying cards.  The bigger numeral takes all 6 or 8 
cards. 
 
3) Computer Center: Wild West Math Place Value Game 
    The player is directed to choose a specific place in a 3-4 digit numeral.  A 
cowboy shoots an object from a slingshot at the numeral in that place.  A 
certificate is printed out at the end of the game. 
 
 
SD Content Standards: ( 3.N.1.1) Students are able to place in order and 
compare whole numbers less than 10,000 using appropriate words and 
symbols. (Bloom’s Taxonomy: Comprehension) 
 
 

Stage 1:  Identify Desired Results 
 

 
1. What enduring understandings are desired?  

      Digits alone have specific values. 
      Digits placed in a specific base 10 place have a specific value. 
 

2. What essential questions will guide this unit and focus teaching/learning? 
       How will knowing place value help you with numbers in the real world? 



        How will knowing place value help you with money in the real world? 
 

 
3. What key knowledge and skills will students acquire as a result of this unit? 
 Students will name the place value places of ones, tens, hundreds, and 

thousands. 
  Students will demonstrate knowledge of switching digits to create a 

larger of smaller number. 
  Students will compare 3-4 digit numbers by their value. 

         
 

4. What prior learning, interests, misconceptions, and conceptual difficulties might be 
brought to this unit? 

    Prior Knowledge: Students will come with an understanding of number sense 
and base ten places (ones, tens, hundreds, and thousands).  Students will 
understand that the place farthest to the left determines the size of the 
number.  Students will understand the ones place numeral determines 
whether a number is odd or even. 

     Misconceptions or Conceptual difficulties: Students might confuse the 
base ten places or the concept that larger digits should be placed in the 
farthest left or bigger base ten places to make a larger number.  Students 
may not have mastered the knowledge of odd and even numbers. 

  
 
 

Stage 2:  Determine Acceptable Evidence 
 

 
 

1. What evidence will show that students understand? 
    Evidence will come from observing students in group activities, independent work or 

activity, quizzes, and tests. 
 

Performance Tasks:   
Hands on work with playing cards and dice; 
Game- Place Value Game 
Game- War 
Computer program scores 

 
Other Evidence: 



      Quizzes, tests, observation, paperwork, student to student dialogue, 
student to teacher dialogue. 
 
 

Student Self-Assessment –  
Computer game score and certificate 
Game activity results 
 

 
Teacher Assessments: 
Test/ Quiz 
Student Observation 
Independent worksheet assignment 
 

Stage 3:  Plan Learning Experiences and Instruction 
 

 
2. What sequence of teaching and learning experiences will equip students to develop 

and demonstrate the desired understandings? 
 
Major Learning Activities:  
Hands on Manipulatives 
Games 
Independent Place Value sheet 
 

 
Materials & Resources (technology & print):  
Wild West Math software program- Place Value Game 
Place Value Game Houghton-Mifflin (3rd grade level series) 
Differentiated Instruction- Different Strategies for Different Learners - by Char 
Forsten, Jim Grant, and Betty Hollas 

 
Management:  
Centers (Center Board on display) 
Small group -ideas for determining students in groups: Differentiated Instruction-
Different Strategies for Different Learners 
 
 
Support Services and Special Teacher Notes: Title I Instructor 
 
Extensions and Adaptation: 
Advanced Students: Instead of 3 or 4 digits, have them work with numbers less than 
1 million. 



Adaptations/Modifications: Instead of 3-4 digit, have struggling students first work 
with 2 digit numbers. 
 
 
 

 
Stage 4:  Plan Differentiation 

 
 
3. What differentiated instruction strategies are being used in this lesson/unit? 

 
Differentiated Process: Activity- Gardner’s Multiple Intelligences 
Cards, Place Value Mats/Scorecards - Logical/Mathematical, 
                                                            Visual/Spatial 
Cards & Dice                                    - Bodily/Kinesthetic 
War & Place Value Game                    -Interpersonal 
                                                          -Intrapersonal 
                                                          -Verbal/Linquistic 
Wild West Place Value Computer Game and place value worksheet are independent 
and students can work at their own speed.   
                                
Differentiated Content:  
Students struggling with place value involving 3-4 digit numbers can use the same 
games and worksheet with a 2-digit mat/scorecard and worksheet.  Advanced 
students may use a 7-digit mat/scorecard and more difficult worksheet.  
 
Differentiated Product:  
Place Value Mats/Scorecards for the Place Value Game 
(2 columns, 3 columns into hundreds, 4 columns into thousands, or 7 columns into 
millions) 
Independent Centers - computer or worksheet 
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